


Types of Antennas
A good antenna would radiate almost the power delivered to it from the transmitter in a 
desired direction or directions. A receiver antenna does the reciprocal process, and 
delivers power received from a desired direction or directions.
Antenna can be categorized by:
 Narrow band versus broadband
 Size in comparison to the wavelength (e.g., electrically small antennas)
 Omni-directional versus directional antennas
 Polarization (linear, circular, or elliptic)
 Antenna Types by Physical Structure

• Wire antennas
• Aperture antennas
• Microstrip antennas
• Antenna arrays
• Reflector antennas

Antenna is defined as
A transducer designed to transmit and receive electromagnetic waves, it converts  
signals on electric circuits (V&I) to EM waves (E&H) radiate in space and vise versa.

Books:
Antenna theory analysis and design    [3rd edition-Constantine A. Balanis]
Antenna theory and design[2nd edition- Warren L. Stutzman
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Wire Antennas

Horn antennas are very 
popular at UHF (300 MHz-
3GHz)frequencies. 
Horn antennas often have :                    
Directional radiation   
pattern (1.5 degree  HPBW).
• antenna gain 10-20 dB 
(moderate gain)

Gain range 
2dBi

http://www.antenna-theory.com/basics/radPattern.html
http://www.antenna-theory.com/basics/radPattern.html
http://www.antenna-theory.com/basics/gain.php
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Basic antenna parameters

Example of
Radiation pattern



•Radiation Mechanism  
o For  single wire  



o For two wires



Dipole antenna2/











The electromagnetic wave equation is a second-order partial differential equation 
that describes the propagation of electromagnetic waves through a medium or in a vacuum



















• Distance r=1/K= λ/2π is  called radian distance 

• Radian sphere is spherical region of radius λ/2π 

around a small dipole antenna at which induction 
(imag.) and radiation(real) terms are equal in 
magnitude, inside radian sphere induction term 
dominate, outside radian sphere radiation term 
dominate.

•

Radian Distance  and Radian Sphere

For very short dipole 
•Reactive Near field region: has r <1/K  , power in this region basically stored.
•Far field region: region at r>>1/K , power  in this region basically radiate.

For most antennas Reactive near field region outer boundaries  are taken to exist at 
a distance                             from the antenna surface. Where D is the largest 
dimension of the antenna.

For all antennas this concept is applicable, the power density ( Poynting vector 
w/m2) in regions closed to antennas are basically reactive (stored) and at faraway is 
basically real (radiated). 
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• Far field zone:

1-field components are transverse to radial direction from antenna, and all 

power flow is directed radially outward.

2-shape of radiation pattern is independent on distance.

• Near field zone:

1-field components may not transverse to radial direction from antenna and 

power is not entirely radial.

2-shape of radiation pattern is dependent on distance.



Sheet (1)
1. State different types of antenna
2. Describe radiation mechanism for single wire and two wires antenna.
3.   Derive the wave equation described by magnetic vector potential.
4.   A horizontal infinitesimal electric dipole of constant current l0 is placed symmetrically                               
about the origin and directed along the x-axis. Derive the far-zone fields radiated by the   
dipole.
5.   Repeat Problem 4 for a horizontal infinitesimal electric dipole directed along
the y-axis.
6.   Why the infinitesimal electric dipole is not a practical antenna.



• The divergence of a continuously differentiable vector field F = U i + V j + W k is equal to the scalar-

valued function:

The gradient (or gradient vector field) of a scalar function f


